
Interview prior to dismissal of Monday 27th  May 2013...

Management comes up empty handed!
This  morning,  two  of  our  colleagues  staff  representatives  went,  assisted,  to  their  interview  prior  to 
disciplinary sanction that could lead up to dismissal.

They were given confirmation of what they suspected, that is:
• the only allegation was in direct link with the protest day of  21st March 2013,
• the direction arrived with a dossier totally empty!

And due to the fact that, the two employee participated to a strike Tuesday, 21st of March!!

Do we have to remember? The strike is a protective context for the employees that partecipate in.

No employee can be sanctionned, fired or being object of discrimination because of their normal exercise  
of the right to protest. (article L1132-2 from labour code)

A small reminder of the events of 21st March 2013...

On Thursday 21st  March, for the first time after the creation of Astek Sud-Est, the employees gathered in front of  
their agency, at Drakkar, to express their dissatisfaction and to request the respect of their rights. The atmosphere is  
friendly, the employees  wait for their general director in front of the agency, they call him, ending to hoot him.

Over 170 employees, the police and the RG,  the medias are clearly there.
They were invited and they responded !

Nice matin will make an article, radio Agora Côte d'Azur some interviews, and France 3 a reportage.
France 3 broadcasted this reportage(1) the same day on the regional news at 19 and then at national level.

This is  the reportage that has been a problem for M Platano, and most of  all  the « Platano, crook! » 
chanted by a large number of employees.

The direction has finally found a « public and iterative insults ».
If we can understand that M.Platano didn't like the epiteth, yet this 
doesn't give him the right to do anything.
He forgets deliberately that these actions, that the direction describes 
as related to a strike, cannot bring to sanctions in the context of the 
strike.

More than their mandates as staff representatives,
it's the participation to the strike that protects the employees!

Despite  the explanations given to the direction this  morning,  they 
didn't  want to  recognize  their  lack of  judgement and apologize  to 
their employees for their deplorable reaction.

We found that  M Platano, touched in his pride, still didn't bother to appear in front of his empolyees that 
himself has summoned.
Furthermore,  the  staff  representatives  did  well  of  not  being  scared,  because  this  meeting  was  with 
nonsense. If  M Platano hopes to break our movement giving an example, he will  understand that his 
reaction  will not diminish our determination, but on the contrary!

In the end we want also to thank the employees for their many messages of support that we received  in  
the last few days; and we include the employees of Astek group that are external to Astek Sud-Est.

In the end, choosing to enter into the field of  unions repression, morover during a strike, the direction 
poses itself in the complete illegality.
The  section  SUD-Astek  has  already  decided  to  get  in  contact  with  the  elected  from the   town,  the 
department and the region to obtain the recognition of the attack that has been done, and to obtain the 
support for their fights perfectly legal and legitimate !

Monday 27th May 2013

The section SUD-Astek, union Solidaires Informatique.

1 Lise Riger, Brice Baubit – 21/03/2013 – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRToFSiPQwY

sud-astek@solidairesinformatique.org  06 66 24 05 96 http://sudastek.free.fr http://www.solidairesinformatique.org
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